Mythos Fashion District
We are pleased to introduce you a Selected Italian Companies that take part to
the Mythos Fashion District of Sicily.
The companies below have their own representative office in Dubai at the
Italian Chamber of Commerce in the UAE.
For more information contact us:
Tel: +971 4 321 6260
E-mail: info@iicuae.com
Website: www.iicuae.com

DANIÉ Made in Sicily di
Napolitano Daniela
GALLERY:

Website: www.daniemadeinsicily.com
Email: daniemadeinsicily@gmail.com
Tel: +39 3483604315
Instagram: www.instagram.com/daniemadeinsicily/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/daniemadeinsicily/
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Danié Made in Sicily was born in 2016 from the passion for craftsmanship of Daniela Napolitano.
Daughter of goldsmiths, always fascinated by the art and beauty of creating "by hand", today the
creator of her own collection of bags – coffee – and fashion accessories inspired by Sicilian origins.
Entirely handmade, Danié Made in Sicily coffees are created using the "curina": the most tender part
of the Sicilian dwarf palm. For her collection, Daniela proposes the style of the splendid ceramics of
the city of Caltagirone in an innovative and personal way. Between bright colors and soft shapes,
Danié Made in Sicily aspires to celebrate "Sicilianity". His motto? To know and make known the
character of a unique land to be able to reinterpret it every day, in an ever-new way.

BIBI BAG di Federica
Vaccaro
GALLERY:

Website: www.bibi-bag.com
Email: info@bibi-bag.com-federicavaccaro84@gmail.com
Tel: +39 3456907206
Instagram: www.instagram.com/bibibag/?hl=it
Facebook: https://m.facebook.com/BibiBag/
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

The BIBI BAG brand was born from the creativity of the Sicilian designer Federica Vaccaro, who
created a collection of PVC bags, according to a completely innovative concept, which immediately
differentiated itself by depopulating the web and among fashion bloggers. The strength of the
collection is certainly the aesthetic impact: glamorous and essential. "BIBI BAG” was launched with
four models of bags: the Folder, the Big Folder, the Sicilian Basket and the brand new It Bag. Each
bag is declined in different colors. This collection was followed by the one called Capsule, this time
in eco leather and as a modern reinterpretation of the Hermès Birkin, with the peculiarity of being
entirely covered with bows, handmade and applied on the front.

Le Manz s.r.l.
GALLERY:

Website: www.suahru.com
Email: lemanzsrl@gmail.com
Tel: +39 03923310265
Instagram: suahru.official
Facebook: suahru
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Claudia, Alessia and Martina are three Sicilian sisters with different but complementary characters.
Through their love of travel and experience of different cultures, they developed a common passion: a deep
understanding of fashion and trends.
This passion led them to found the Suahru project, a brand that aims to serve and glorify the beauty and
nobility of the human body.

La Morandi srl
GALLERY:

Website: www.lamorandi.com
Email: lamorandi.srl@gmail.com
Tel: +39 090/930286
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Shirts production for women, men and children both in series and bespoke. Female dress
production.
Produzione in serie e su misura di camicie per donna, uomo e bambino. Produzione di capi
d’abbigliamento femminile

GALLERY:

Website: www.flaviapinello.com
Email: info@flaviapinello.com
Tel: +39 015077993
Instagram: www.instagram.com/flaviapinello/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FlaviaPinelloItaly
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Flavia Pinello’s leitmotiv is the never-ending search for balance, a fluid equilibrium between Fashion and
elegance laying down on the woman body.
Through our creations we want to state our ideal of beauty and balance for the modern woman who want to stand
up for elegance and femininity. This Haute couture atelier has its showroom in Palermo.

TinaRena
GALLERY:

Website: www.tinarena.it
Email: tinarenafashion@gmail.com
Tel: +39 3421447066
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
TinaRena has a work debut a bit sui generis. very young she modifies and creates for herself clothes and
accessories but attends a school far from her aspirations, the Liceo classico.
This line of study,however,enhances her predisposition to beauty and increases her natural attention to
details and precious details,very present in classical culture.
A self-taught tailor and patternmaker,with internships in Messina and Naples for Haute Couture and
Bridal,she later obtained a Diploma in Fashion Stylist at the Burgo Fashion Institute in Milan.The
competition L'Atelier dei Giovani Stilisti was the first public event in which she participated,ranking 3rd.

FanCS.V
GALLERY:

Website: www.fancsv.com/
Email: info@fancsv.com
Tel: +39 091 9824372
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Our project was born from a great dream of love, which came true in our couple first and in the birth
of three wonderful children shortly after, and has
given birth to the Vitale family, a creative nucleus that through the daily joy with its production
embodies in the jewelry it creates, the spirit of love that it lives, present past and certainly future. We
are an Italian artisan company.

INFANTINO SRL
DI Ruben & Cristian
GALLERY:

Website: www.Infantinosrl.it
Email: Info@infantino.biz
Tel: +39 0918721144
Facebook: Www.facebook.con/infantino
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Infantino sri is a high-end custom made men suits company.
It is an historic tailor's shop in the province of Palermo which offers solutions for every style: Casual and
sporty clothes for every day, Classic cuts, tuxedos and evening dresses of great value, Tailored shirts, with a
wide selection of jackets, shirts and ties fabric. Our point of view in terms of proposals to offer to our
customers has an international breadth, in fact at the Infantino sr you will find the most recent models of
national and foreign fashion alongside classic solutions of great taste and value.

Le Terrecotte del Sole
GALLERY:

Eco Fashion Group
GALLERY:

Website: www.federicoprice.com
Email: info@federicoprice.com
Tel: +39 3662133575
Instagram: www.instagram.com/federico_price/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/federicopriceborseinpelle/
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
The Federico Price project rises from an up-tempo. It originated in 2014, in the narrow streets and
alleys of Palermo’s old neighborhoods bustling with excitement and incessant activity. Federico
Price brings to the table unmatched craftsmanship and extensive geography.
We enjoy the art of combining and reinventing exotic fabrics, hides, leather, and fine skins from all
over the world in a musical-like composition: African tribal moods, hints of old Russia military,
exuberant notes of Uzbekistan.
If the mood is the Far East, Federico Price casts the spell: you can hear the swish of the kimonos ‘silk
in its Japanese handbags collection.

Martina Ciaccio
GALLERY:

Website: www.martinaciaccio.com
Email: info@martinaciaccio.com
Tel: +39 368665611
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Martina Ciaccio was born and trained in Sciacca, Sicily. After the Art Institute she attended the
Academy of Fine Arts in Palermo where she lives and works. After finishing her studies in 1990 she
devoted herself to the profession of Interior Design. Animated by the enthusiasm that love for art
and creativity can give you, she devotes herself to her work with dedication and constancy.
Awareness of the peculiarities of her land, drive her to become an instrument for the dissemination
and recognition of beauty, to acquire its benefits. Understanding and aspiring for beauty help to live
well. Curiosity fuels her creative path so much that she wants to enrich and satisfy it with numerous
journeys that inform her of the ethnic, cultural and artistic distinctions that become rare resources
for her, and valuable stimuli for creativity. Her instinct and love for beauty lead her to discover a
world populated by old and new objects belonging to different eras and cultures.

Studio stilistico di Lucia
Caccamo
GALLERY:

Website:
Email: Caccamolucia60@gmail.com
Tel: +39 3281660399
Instagram: Caccamolucia60
Facebook: Lucia Caccamo Costumista_stilista
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Reytel Srl
GALLERY:

Website: www.vitussi.com
Email: vitussi@yahoo.com
Tel: +39 3383618241
Instagram: @vitussi.officialpage
Facebook: @vitussi.officialpage
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Luxury, irony, research and elegance are the features of the artistic perfumes and accessories of the Vitussi
collections, dedicated to all who value quality, love design and choose the product for its beauty, respect the
environment and the originality of its forms.
From an ancient artistic family tradition, from the encounter between design, craftsmanship and olfactory
research, from the recycling of ancient materials and reinvented in a modern key, the collections of bags and
artistic perfumes Vitussi are born in Palermo.
Collections that combine the opulence of gold frames with the recycled leather elegance, the feathers
lightness and the material surfaces of stone and prickly pear, symbol of a wild Sicily with an ancient tradition.

Sartoria Teatrale Pipi srl
GALLERY:

Website: www.palazzochiazzese.it
Email: sartoria.pipi@tiscali.it
Tel: +39 091 545934
Instagram: sartoria teatrale pipi
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Pipi the tailor based in Palermo is traditionally involeved in the theatre costumes business.
The Atelier, well known, for the high quality of its products, offers a large supply of costumes and
accessories for Opera, Ballet, and other kinds of theatre performance.
The professional stills developed by Pipi Family in costume manifacturing comes from generation
to generation.
This long tradition is currently carried out by Francesca Pipi who has tramed in the family atelier.
This solid know how that Francesca has developed by several exeperience she had by working as
costumier as well as a co-director in different theatre in Italy and aboard.
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